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1937 and the Pull of Ushba

(Plates 3, 21, 22)

Michael Forsyth Ransom ...
Short and blue-eyed.
His first experiences the rectory elms ...
Climbed the West Buttress of Clogwyn Du'r Arddu ...
Disappeared into Asia Minor, appeared in the Caucasus
On two-headed Ushba, returned to England ...
Translated Confucius during the summer ...

W H Auden The Ascent ofF6
Chorus lines at the end of Act I (February 1937)

Young climbers in the 1930s tended to be cynics on the surface and
romantics underneath. David Cox, John Jenkins, Wilfrid Noyce, for

example: all very different but with a strong sense of irony mixed with
their mountain fever. Yes, Ijust include Wilfrid Noyce as of 'our' period.
I first met him on the Gashed Crag in 1937, when he was still at Charter
house. Romantics tend to push classical and theological symbols into the
background; to revel in and cultivate a foreground world of natural and
personal day-dreams. So there was room for role models and heroes (and
for debunking them) and even more for vivid everyday dreaming about
mountain beauty - and one's intended, spectacular achievements. Who, I
wonder, can still remember the frisson of getting a copy of the, then, largely
black-and-white photographs of Blodig's Alpine Calendar?

Were we in a hurry? Yes: for there were ominous clouds over Europe.
Although Shipton and Tilman seemed to have solved the problem of having
time enough to climb, they already seemed so old and established. Perhaps
the best thing was to build up our own increments of good mountain
experience; then to watch out for any really good peak and climb it soon,
before the storm broke.

At Pen y Pass, over Easter 1937, there was snow everywhere. A fine
bevy of 'youth' came from Cambridge in Geoffrey and Len Young's entour
age - including what, alas, the press would now call 'the fabled Mallory
sisters'. Clare and I went up the Bedstead Gulley (is it still called that? the
middle one on Snowdon?) and we hacked a few steps and belayed like
serious alpinists. Clare certainly was lovely - and alarmingly intelligent,
with blue, starry eyes. She had actually read quite a bit of Das Kapital whereas
most of us just talked about it. Berridge was gentler; fair hair in a plait
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round her brow. Both moved beautifully on rock and were, as you'd expect,
well versed in the alpine disciplines. I felt very bucked about that gulley
and the new friendships and we agreed to meet up for some more climbing
in the summer when our various exams would be over.

David Cox borrowed the family car for a week towards the end of June
(an old Austin 12 called Modestine) and the Mallory girls joined us (two
tents) by Llyn Arddu for three days of more or less continuous climbing on
Cloggy or Lliwedd. Then, a final night (the girls, contrary to regulations,
in the loft) at Helyg. David, meanwhile, had done so embarrassingly well
in his Finals that he came under great pressure to pull out of our planned
Caucasus trip and sit for an All Souls Fellowship. Which he got. So missing
the Caucasus.

The remaining Caucasus party was now made up of two from the OUMC
(Bob Beaumont and me) and John Jenkins and Michael Taylor from the
Birmingham University Club. Inevitably we called them 'the Birmingham
University Mountaineering Society' and firmly labelled our note-paper 'The
Oxford Expedition' for cachet and for fund-raising purposes. We did get
free chocolate from Cadbury's and persuaded Peter Fleming, travel editor
of The Times, to commission some articles which eventually raised £80. As
it turned out, the whole trip only cost us about £300, the main items being
fourth-class travel (hard benches) from Harwich to Nalchik and occasional
donkey or horse hire.

There is a further 'F6' twist to the story. When Auden's play was put on
at the Birmingham Rep, John Jenkins and his friends made a point of
attending. They were so appalled by the bad rope work and shambolic
climbing techniques displayed near the summit that they waylaid the cast
at the stage door and persuaded them to spend a weekend in North Wales
- at Tal y Braich, the Rucksack Club hut. They all did the Milestone Buttress
and several other routes and were able to report a distinct improvement in
the next week's repertory alpinism.

We weren't totally obtuse about Communism in the 1930s: just thinking
more about other things, especially mountains. Jenkins, in an Alpine Journal
article in May 1938, observed that 'collectivisation in mountaineering, as
in other aspects of Soviet life, seems to breed quantity rather than quality'.
Patronising, but that was how we were inclined to be. I was ticked off by a
communist cousin for being 'negative' (in a Times article) when I remarked
that rows of Soviet bombers, seen on an airfield from the train, looked
'sinister'. 'Whose side are you on, anyway?', he asked me. Hard to say.
One was desperately optimistic, and therefore gullible, about the whole
Soviet experiment. Three of us were leftish, pacifist-inclined Quakers while
Bob Beaumont was a splendid, old-world, scholar-patriot. It wasn't just
the prospect of new climbs that welded us, but we all shared in a heartache
for high, Asiatic mountains. The nearer to the Himalaya the better.

We trundled eastwards across the Ukraine in crowded proletarian trains.
We were given a break at Kiev and a visit to the Cathedral, by then an anti-
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religious museum with many of the priestly 'tricks' being crudely debunked.
On to Nalchik, with hazy mountains just looming to the south. Then by
truck up the Baksan Valley, to Tegenekli (now known as Terskol) the main
base for Elbrus climbs. Here there was a spartan Intourist hotel. Even then,
large parties of young Russians were on the trail of Europe's highest peak
city toilers being rewarded by The System. In their camps, when we
descended on them, they were welcoming and solicitous, making us join in
the communal washing and PE. We were slightly contemptuous about the
few whom we met who did climb seriously. They were underequipped and
wore funny hats. With hindsight, one salutes them; those few who were
already breaking through the bureaucracy and making it, on their own, to
difficult summits. Later I got to know Eugene Gippenreiter, friend of many
British climbers, who first got an official breath of freedom in the Caucasus
as a young conscript and then built his life around serious climbing; and
Vlad Kiesel who by 1990 was a silver-haired professor of physics. He had
made one of the fIrst ascents of Ushba North in 1936. Bauer and his
Bavarians may have been the fIrst to pioneer those staggeringly sustained
snow-ice routes or the 5000m Bezingi Wall, but young Russians, probably
some of our friends with their funny hats, were not slow to follow. Most
Russian climbers are going to have a hard time now that officially sponsored
mountaineering is withering away. I hope we won't forget them or the
possibility of cooperating with them in their marvellous mountains.

By the beginning of our third week we were feeling very fIt and very
hungry. We had had an energetic ten days in the Jailik group and had done
some fIne new routes: the south face of Jailik (4535m) and the splendid
north ridge of Adyrsu-Bashi (4370m). (The untitled frontispiece to Bender's
Classic Climbs in the Caucasus shows the north ridge of Adyrsu-Bashi
beautifully.) But the next stage of our journey wasn't going to be easy. We
had no proper currency with which to escape the grip of Intourist: only
their pink meal coupons which we could scarcely ever 'cash'. Prepared for
this, we had come armed with quantities of dried food - porridge, chocolate,
pemrnican. And we bartered what we could - my own, very first, 40ft Beale
rope went for some bread and a leg of mutton. We reckoned we could last
for about three weeks once we had crossed over to the southern side of the
range. The big climbs we were hoping for - Ushba and Tetnuld - all had to
be approached from that side. So we hired a pony and a fairly cooperative
driver to take our heavier loads over the Betsho Pass.

This pass is the most direct route across the main range to the lush valleys
of the Georgian south. We spent a wet night and day up near the watershed.
Then a brilliant morning, wading through knee-high spring flowers. Fifty
years later, in 1990, in Moscow, I met a French-Russian lady doctor who
had crossed the range many times during the war, smuggling Russian and
Balkarian partisans out of the range of the German army. She was living,
retired, in a remote mountain village and swore that she had seen scientific
evidence of living Caucasian 'yetis'.
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As we came down the moraine slopes, on the southern side, the pony
slipped and somersaulted down the crumbling boulder clay. I have a sombre
picture of that mournful scene: our precious food, John and I trying to
scrape treacle from the smashed porridge box with a comb, licking our
fmgers and wondering what else could be salvaged. However, things cheered
up once we were down. The pony had also recovered.

The Georgian side of the Caucasus is certainly beautiful, even when you're
humping a heavy load and thinking about lunch. In This My Voyage, Tom
Longstaff points out the paradox: that it is the Asian side that feels like
Europe. Georgia and Armenia were Christian long before the Russians
were converted and even in pre-Christian times there was much trade
through the Euxine to the Aegean and beyond. In contrast, the northern
villages, with their black-caped horsemen and occasionally a camel, certainly
felt Asiatic in a setting of suppressed Islam.

In Mazeri and Mestia the old storage and defence towers still stood and
framed fine peaks to north and south. One hesitates to sing the praises of
Svanetia too loudly. It would be so easy to put the evil eye on what could
soon become a tourist honey-pot, smothered in cars and kitsch. If, when
Georgian politics calm down, some Svanetian entrepreneur, perhaps with
an environmentally-minded Western backer, could establish a modest
Montenvers there, what a superb mountain base it could become! It might
even set the tone for the rest of the Caucasian playground. To the south are
the (I guess) relatively easy Laila Peaks (up to 401Om). Sella's famous
photographs of Ushba, head-on, have now been brilliantly replicated by
John Town's colour telephotos and they certainly pull you south, almost as
hard as they pull you north, towards Ushba. Even the jagged, tangled
topography of the north and its nomenclature has poetic charm: Shkhelda,
Jantugan, Ushba and don't forget 'Railway Workers' Peak' (3900m). I hope
no politically correct purist will tamper with that. The glamour of these
great peaks will not lessen, even if someone does build an inn or mess
about with the names.

After spending a night in a mainly Russian youth hostel, where our pink
food coupons were, for once, accepted, we made our way up to the lower
woods and meadows of the Gul Valley. In one little Alp we were surprised
to find a tiny Georgian church, apparently still in use. There was a cup on
the altar and a threadbare, but once embroidered, priest's cope hanging on
the door; this, after twenty years of enlightenment and materialism.

We camped by the moraines below the GuI Glacier with our eyes on the
traverse of Gulba for the next day. We completed this without great
difficulty. Audrey Salkeld now kindly claims it for us as having been a new
route! From the summit we could look across to Ushba's vast eastern wall
- now called the 'Mirror Wall'. And very fascinating and alarming it looked.
But why hadn't Schulze, on the first ascent, gone straight up the SE ridge
which now formed our left horizon, instead of deviating across the snow
'Cravat' to the already well-known difficulties of the Red Corner? And were
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we being naIvely optimistic about the rising ledge which the sunlight
sometimes picked out? It looked obvious but it was foreshortened and a
long way up. Even the Rickmers-Schulze bivouac place at the Mazeri Notch
was at least a thousand metres above the glacier and wouldn't give a
satisfactory view of the Red Corner. We had read our Longstaff: the only
thing to do was to rub our noses in something, and why not start with •our'
rising ledge?

As we started climbing down the Gulba ridge, John swung on a massive
chunk of rock which more or less disintegrated. The whole load, John
included, crashed to a platform twenty feet below, exploded with sulphorous
fumes and left John with an unpleasantly bloody wound in his leg. We
patched him up and got him back to camp but he looked unlikely to be fit
for strenuous climbing for several days.

Next day we spent four hours of darkness and dawn sweating up the
immensely tedious couloir system that leads up to the notch from the glacier.
After a traverse the secondary couloir became quite tricky. In some ways I
was still very much a learner. I can remember clearly that it was in that
couloir, with Bob's unprotected head below me, that I really learnt the basic
lesson about how to move on steep, loose stones and not to shift even one.

A word about our level of climbing skill and equipment in the late 1930s.
Yes, we had a Marco Pallis bivouac tent and had tried it out on the Petersgrat;
we had Lawrie boots with Everest clinkers. Rob Lawrie claimed special
qualities for them which I think were largely imaginary. Crampons were
still bulky and I myself lacked sustained practice with them. We had a few
slings and often a choice chockstone in our rucksacks. We regarded the
Strutt line on pitons as rather a joke but still, in general, we toed it. I had
once, rather guiltily, been on a piton climb with Arne Naess - 1935, in the
Horunger mountains. Most of us carried a notional karabiner, more as a
gesture of modernity than for any other reason. Had we had the runners,
the nuts, the wedges, the ice screws and the nylon rope of post-war years,
our margins of safety could have been far wider. And as for duvet jackets
etc, with them many stories would have been different. With more
sophisticated belaying techniques, Bob Beaumont would not have died on
Ysgolion Duon the following year and, ten years later, had we had ice
screws, John Jenkins would not have slipped to his death on the Brenva.
We were certainly keen on improving our technique and our tool kits; but
it needed wartime advances to hasten the technology.

From the Mazeri Notch to the Red Wall was about 500m of moderate
rock climbing. We dumped our sacks and went up to have a close look.
Architecturally it was rather like the section on the Meije above the Prom
ontoire Hut where the route steepens up into massive blocks and towers.
We soon saw enough to feel encouraged. But the weather was beginning to
break. Practically every afternoon in the Caucasus in summer there is a
misty, monsoony storm. All three of us just managed to pile into the tent
before the storm broke. This time it was really big stuff. The flashes lit up the
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fiery cliffs and instantaneous thunder banged away all night. Then at day
break, calm; and snow everywhere. So down, down, down the maze of slabs
and slushy couloirs. John was at our camp in the glen but still not fit to climb.
But he had made friends with a shepherd and had got some fresh meat.

We three were keen to go back up, confident that we had found a
promising route. In effect, it is the main SE ridge of Ushba. It follows, very
closely, the line of sun and shadow on John Town's photograph, which
also has the merit of making the south peak actually look higher. Two days
later the weather promised to be set fine and we were grinding up those
interminable couloirs again. No storm that evening. Next morning it was
perfectly clear and, as we collapsed the tent, we looked almost due south,
over the Laila range, to a very high and distant, cloud-like mountain: Ararat.
Am I sure? It says so in The Times. It wasn't a cloud and Tom Longstaff
says they saw Ararat, so I reckon it was.

We scrambled up to that eastern corner of the Red Wall again and the
sun was brilliantly warm on the Mirror Wall. The rock ledge that we had
noticed steepened up sharply to a vertical section. It looked hard going so
we began to peer around the corner, over the spectacular precipices of the
face. Here there was a narrowing lizard ledge which led horizontally towards
a re-entrant. A loop around one of our chock stones, jammed in the crack,
gave a feeling of comfort and then a mini-pendule got us past the crux. On
the opposite side of the re-entrant, it was sometimes more than vertical and
the icicles, which occasionally fell, seemed to go for miles. But our side
was broken and more climbable. We made steady progress for about 300
metres till we found ourselves on the rocky edge of the top snowfield.

We got to the summit at about one o'clock and looked admiringly at the
North Peak and the ridge snaking through the mist towards it. At that stage
we thought the two summits were of equal height. I believe the seniority of
the South Peak only became firmly established after the Second World War.
We were only faintly attracted to the idea of continuing on that long traverse.
Looking back, I am confident that a strong party could now complete the
traverse, from north to south, with perhaps one bivouac on the saddle, and
descend by our route. It would involve less time, trouble and danger than
by the Schulze Red Corner route. Cloud plumes from the summit are a
regular feature of Ushba and these were already whisking round us as we
started down and the banner kept thickening; waving us home as we
stumped down the couloirs.

Next day we trekked further east, through the pretty valleys of Svanetia,
past many villages prickling with defensive towers. But at the last village 
Jabmush - before we turned north to recross the main range by the Zanner
Glacier and Pass, two minor disasters struck. First, a wily and doubtless
needy caller nicked a full rucksack of stores, including our only spare boots,
from inside the tent. This left us with only three pairs of serviceable boots
and one rope for our planned, final climb on Tetnuld (4974m). Then, next

\ ' day, having gone for two hours with a helpful packhorse, its owner decided
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that 'the glacier' to which he was contracted to take us was too far for a
reasonable man, and demanded immediate payment. He emphasised his
point by drawing a nicely decorated Georgian sword and threatening, not
us, but our precious food sack. John Jenkins believed in the power of the
Britisher's steely gaze but the Georgian didn't understand this ploy. We
paid up. When anyone talks about Sherpas and heavy loads I always think
of the next few hours. But at last it was finished and we found ourselves on
the far side of the Zanner Glacier in an Elysian meadow beyond the moraine.

John Jenkins and Michael Taylor were certainly our most experienced
snow and ice climbers. So they set off with the bivouac tent and the
remaining rope for the north face of Tetnuld. 'A slender scimitar-shaped
ridge curved upwards to lose itself in a steep ice wall' is how John described
it. Without doubt it was his finest climb. It had originally been suggested to
him, in correspondence, by the Austrian Caucasian expert Rudolf
Schwarzgriiber. It is a singularly beautiful route, but the main technical
problem was to get down on the east side of the mountain which they had
never seen and of which they had no picture. It was a fine bit of
mountaineering. Bob and I were happy to laze among the flowers in our
glacier camp. Lying on my back at midday I got a brilliant view of Venus;
the only time I've seen her in the daytime.

There followed a hard slog over the Zanner Pass and down to the endless
moraines and mists of the Bezingi Glacier. Dykh-Tau looked tremendous,
towering over the cloud on the far side. We thought back to Mummery and
Zurfluh on their first marvellous ascent. There have been several notable
British climbing parties in the Caucasus since the 1960s. But George Band's
and Mike Harris's very fine ascent of the South Buttress on Dykh-Tau must
rate as outstanding. An equally memorable British 'first' and technically
harder - a mixed ice and rock route - was put up by Fowler and Saunders
on the west face of Ushba North in 1986. But the arduous traverses,
especially those on the Bezingi Wall, remain as a twenty-first century
challenge for future British parties. The epic near-miss of Bermudez and
Wilson - two-thirds of the Bezingi Wall in seven days - will surely inspire
others (see Al 100, 85-90, 1995).

It was more than a month since we had escaped the Intourist net in the
Baksan Valley. But now we were ready positively to appreciate the
benevolence of socialist safety nets. The telephone at the first village worked.
Terskol office got the message and within 48 hours a Gorki-made Ford
truck had arrived and trundled us back and onto the conveyor belt. Back to
serious matters and the end of the decade. Who could tell what next? The
Himalaya perhaps? Getting qualified? But probably not translating
Confucius, during what was left of that 1937 summer.

Note: This article started life as an informal, illustrated talk at the 1991 AC
Symposium on the Caucasus. A draft version was edited by Salkeld and Bermudez
for their book On the Edge of Europe (Hodder & Stoughton, 1995).



3. John Town's inspiring photograph of Ushba, with the slightly higher south summit (4710m)
in the foreground and the north summit (4696m) behind. (John Town) (P14)



21. Robin Hodgkin and Clare MalIory at the top of Bedstead Gully in 1936.
(Robin Hodgkin) (P14)
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22. Clare, left, and

Berridge MaLlory at
Clogwyn Du'r Arddu
in 1937.
(Robin Hodgkin) (p 14)
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